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ABSTRACT

Recent marine heatwave (MHW) events in the Tasman Sea have had dramatic impacts on the ecosystems,

fisheries, and aquaculture off Tasmania’s east coast. However, our understanding of the large-scale drivers

(forcing) and potential predictability ofMHWevents in this region off southeastAustralia is still in its infancy.

Here, we investigate the role of oceanic Rossby waves forced in the interior South Pacific on observedMHW

occurrences off southeast Australia from 1994 to 2016, including the extreme 2015/16 MHW event. First, we

used an upper-ocean heat budget analysis to show that 51% of these historical Tasman Sea MHWs were

primarily due to increasedEastAustralianCurrent (EAC)Extension poleward transports through the region.

Second, we used lagged correlation analysis to empirically connect the EAC Extension intensification to

incomingwestward-propagating sea surface height (SSH) anomalies from the interior South Pacific. Third, we

dynamically analyzed these SSH anomalies using simple process-based baroclinic and barotropic Rossby

wave models forced by wind stress curl changes across the South Pacific. Finally, we show that associated

monthly SSH changes around New Zealand may be a useful index of western Tasman Sea MHW predict-

ability, with a lead time of 2–3 years. In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that there is potential pre-

dictability of advection-dominated MHW event likelihoods in the EAC Extension region up to several years

in advance, due to the deterministic contribution from baroclinic and barotropic Rossby waves in modulating

the EAC Extension transports.

1. Introduction

Marine heatwaves (MHWs) can have profound im-

pacts on marine ecosystems (e.g., Hughes et al. 2018;

Babcock et al. 2019; Smale et al. 2019). Recent estimates

indicate that the frequency, intensity, and duration of

MHWs have been increasing globally (Oliver et al.

2018), which is consistent with simple long-term warm-

ing (Oliver 2019). Nevertheless, it is these discrete pro-

longed extreme events known as MHWs that are more

impactful on ecosystems than the background slow

warming trend (Smale et al. 2019). Further, warm-water

species, introduced as a result of MHWs, can also per-

turb ecosystems in some regions, damaging system

structures and influencing system functions (Cavole

et al. 2016).

The 2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW was the longest and

most intense ocean warming event ever recorded off

southeast Australia (Oliver et al. 2017). This extreme

warming event lasted from September 2015 to May

2016, with amaximum intensity of;38C analyzed within

the southeast Australia (SEAus) region bounded byCorresponding author: Zeya Li, zeya.li@utas.edu.au
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458–378S, 1478–1558E (Oliver et al. 2017) (Fig. 1, blue

box). Corresponding to this event, there were sub-

stantial impacts including reduced performance of

farmed Atlantic salmon and mortality of blacklip ab-

alone (Gramenz 2016; Oliver et al. 2017).

Understanding the mechanisms that cause MHWs

may be beneficial to their potential predictability

(Holbrook et al. 2019), and hence to marine ecosys-

tem management response strategies and planning.

These mechanisms can be broken down into local

processes and large-scale climate mode drivers and

teleconnections (Holbrook et al. 2019). Based on an

upper-ocean temperature budget analysis, Oliver et al.

(2017) determined that the dominant local physical

process causing the 2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW was

horizontal ocean advection, due to the anomalously

strong East Australian Current (EAC) Extension at the

time. However, the large-scale driver of the intensified

EAC Extension during this period was not investigated.

From a large-scale perspective, the strength of the

EAC Extension is connected to variations in the

South Pacific wind forcing (e.g., Ganachaud et al.

2014). Dynamically, wind forcing plays a fundamental

role in the strength and character of the ocean sub-

tropical gyre (Sverdrup 1947; Stommel 1948). Specifically,

within the gyre, variations of western boundary current

transports are a response to changes in the interior winds

(e.g., Hill et al. 2010; Andres et al. 2011; Zhang et al.

2012). This relationship between the western boundary

current intensity and the interior wind forcing is mainly

adjusted by wind-forced Rossby waves (Anderson and

Gill 1975; Chelton and Schlax 1996). For the North

Pacific Subtropical Gyre, previous studies identified that

Rossby waves generated due to changes in wind stress

curl propagate from the interior North Pacific into the

Kuroshio Extension region, and modulate the strength

of Kuroshio Extension (e.g., Deser et al. 1999; Qiu et al.

2007; Ceballos et al. 2009). For the South Pacific

Subtropical Gyre, the western boundary current sys-

tem consists of the EAC and its extension (Fig. 1).

Variations in the EAC and its extension can be iden-

tified as a response to changes in the South Pacific wind

field, where oceanic Rossby waves are the important

teleconnections (e.g.,Hill et al. 2010;Holbrook et al. 2011).

Aside from the critical role of the wind field, the

presence of land (and topography) also plays an impor-

tant role in explaining the western boundary current

transport and separation of the EAC (e.g., Bull et al.

2018). Liu et al. (1999) explain that wind-forced west-

ward-propagating Rossby waves from the interior South

Pacific reach the east coast of New Zealand and initiate a

coastal Kelvin wave that rapidly propagates anticlock-

wise around the island; then, the coastal Kelvin wave

spawns new Rossby waves on the west coast of New

Zealand; finally, these new Rossby waves propagate to-

ward Australia. In terms of bathymetry, and according to

Fig. 2, on the northeast side of New Zealand, a double-

ridge system blocks off the eastern entrance of the

Tasman Sea. Based on a North Pacific example, Tanaka

and Ikeda (2004) show that barotropic Rossby waves

appear to convert to baroclinic modes while propagating

across ridges. They point out that this interaction between

barotropic and baroclinic Rossby waves could result in a

stalling of wave propagation at ridges.

The aims of this study were 1) to identify the large-

scale forcing mechanisms of the 2015/16 Tasman Sea

MHW and 2) to identify the dominant local processes

and large-scale forcing mechanisms of historical MHWs

in the Tasman Sea since 1994. The study focused on

three key objectives. First, we identified all historical

FIG. 1. The mean sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies for

the 2015/16 austral summer (December–February) relative to the

1982–2011 climatology from NOAA OI SST. The blue rectangle

highlights the SEAus region. The red trapezoid defines the region

around New Zealand analyzed in this study as a recipient and

source of SSH anomalies from Rossby waves.

FIG. 2. Bathymetry of the southwest Pacific with notable

bathymetric features labeled. Colors indicate the bathymetric

depths across the region derived from BRAN2016.
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Tasman Sea MHW occurrences from 1994 to 2016,

and performed an upper-ocean heat budget analysis to

identify those events driven primarily by ocean ad-

vection (meridional advection due to changes in EAC

Extension intensity) or other factors (e.g., enhanced

downward air–sea heat flux). Second, we applied

lagged correlation analysis to establish connections

between the EAC Extension transports and sea sur-

face height (SSH) anomalies in the South Pacific,

suggesting the influence of Rossby waves in modu-

lating the western boundary current intensity. Third,

we simulated the SSH anomalies from 1994 to 2016

using wind-forced baroclinic and barotropic Rossby

wave models. We compared the model-simulated SSH

field with SSH and wind stress curl anomalies from

reanalysis data, dynamically confirming the role of

Rossby waves and linking them with wind stress curl

anomalies in the interior South Pacific. By pulling

together the threads of the results in three parts, we

have provided a comprehensive analysis of the local

processes and large-scale forcing mechanisms that

have historically caused Tasman Sea MHWs.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

A high-quality gridded dataset of sea surface tem-

perature (SST) is required forMHWdetection (Hobday

et al. 2016). The daily NOAA Optimum Interpolation

(OI) SST dataset (Reynolds et al. 2007) is a combined

product of observations from different platforms in-

cluding satellite, ships, and buoys. These global SST data

are provided on a 0.258 grid and daily in time from late

1981 to the present. This dataset is of sufficient length,

consistency, and continuity (Banzon et al. 2016), and

ideally suited to detect MHWs and estimate their char-

acteristics in detail.

For subsurface information, we use the Bluelink

Reanalysis (BRAN) 2016 data (Oke et al. 2013),

which provide daily records of physical variables (e.g.,

temperature, sea level, velocity) describing the ocean

circulation on a 0.18 grid since 1994. BRAN is a mul-

tiyear integration of the Ocean Forecasting Australia

Model (OFAM), which assimilates available obser-

vations using the Bluelink Ocean Data Assimilation

System (BODAS). As the latest publicly available

version, BRAN2016 includes substantial updates on

the previous versions and leads to smaller misfits with

observations (Oke et al. 2013). BRAN2016 provides a

realistic reconstruction of the mesoscale upper ocean

dynamics (especially around Australia) and is suitable

for various applications including ocean variability

analysis, extreme events, and process studies (Oke

et al. 2013).

b. Quantitative marine heatwave definition

Hobday et al. (2016) qualitatively define a MHW to

be a prolonged discrete anomalously warm water event

in a particular location. Quantitatively, ‘‘prolonged’’

denotes that the event must persist for 5 or more days,

‘‘discrete’’ indicates that the event can be identified by

specific start and end dates, and ‘‘anomalously warm’’

means that water during the event is warmer than an

upper-percentile threshold (typically 90th percentile)

relative to a long-period baseline climatology (typically

30 years). For this quantitative definition, two successive

events disconnected by a gap of 2 days or less are com-

bined and identified as a single continuous event. Using

this definition, it is now possible to detect MHWs at any

point in the ocean, provided we have daily records of

water temperature. The main characteristics of detected

MHWs can also be estimated from these data including

duration (the number of days between start and end

dates), mean and maximum intensity (the mean and

maximum temperature anomalies during the MHW),

and cumulative intensity (the sum of daily temperature

anomalies over the whole period of the MHW).

In this study, MHWs off southeast Australia were

detected from daily NOAA OI SST time series, defined

by SSTs being five or more days duration in excess of the

90th percentile above a 30-yr baseline climatology over

1982–2011. The area of interest follows Oliver et al.

(2017) (i.e., the SEAus region).

c. Upper-ocean heat budget analysis

To identify MHWs attributable to the EACExtension

intensifications, an upper-ocean heat budget analysis was

used to estimate the relative contribution from divergent

advection to the near-surface (mixed layer average)

heat tendency during these events. The budget can be

expressed in the form of a volume-averaged equation

(e.g., Benthuysen et al. 2014; Oliver et al. 2017):

rc
p

dhTi
dt|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

Qt

52rc
p
hV � =Ti|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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1
1

A
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|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
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,
(1)
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with h � � � i5 (1/hA)
Ð AÐ 0

2h
� � � dzdA.Here, rcp (J 8C

21m23)

is the volumetric heat capacity of seawater, T (8C) is
ocean temperature, V is the velocity vector with

zonal, meridional, and vertical directional elements

u (m s21), y (m s21), and w (m s21), = and =H are

three-dimensional and horizontal gradient opera-

tors, respectively, kH (m2 s21) and kV (m2 s21) are

horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients, and Q

(Wm22) is the net air–sea heat flux. The depth h (m)

and area A (m2) are used together to define the av-

eraged volume of the study domain. For the terms of

the equation, Qt is the time rate of total change in

volume-averaged heating (i.e., heat tendency), Qadv

is the time rate of change in volume-averaged heat-

ing due to advection, and Qsurf is the time rate of

change owing to air–sea heat flux. The Qresi term is

the time rate of change contributed by other factors

including horizontal and vertical diffusion.

We carry out the heat budget analysis following

Eq. (1) but calculate the advection term using amodified

scheme. To explore the relationship between Tasman

Sea MHWs and EAC Extension transport anomalies,

we are interested in not only the total advection, but also

its meridional component along the direction of EAC

Extension. For the traditional advection scheme in

Eq. (1), its individual directional elements excessively

include processes that control the redistribution of

heating within the domain but do not affect the volume-

averaged heating of the domain (Lee et al. 2004).

Hence, a modified advection scheme in which all these

internal processes are removed is introduced. Referring

to previous applications in the eastern equatorial

Pacific during several El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) events (e.g., Lee et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2007;

Zhang and McPhaden 2010), this modified scheme is

able to provide explicit estimations for individual di-

rectional advections.

Following Lee et al. (2004), the modified scheme

QadvS describes the advection across the bounding in-

terface S of the study domain and is expressed as

Q
advS

52rc
p

ð
S

(V
s
� n)(T

S
2 hTi) dS , (2)

where Vs is the velocity vector at S, n is the normal

unit vector pointing outward from S, TS is the tem-

perature at S, and hTi is the volume-averaged tem-

perature of the domain. By using this modified

scheme, we are able to estimate both individual di-

rectional and total heat advections into/out of the

domain in a clear and straightforward way. For ex-

ample, QadvMeridional describes advection in the me-

ridional direction and can be calculated following

Q
advMeridional

5Q
advSouth

1Q
advNorth

5 rc
p

ð
SSouth

y(T
South

2 hTi)dS
South

2 rc
p

ð
SNorth

y(T
North

2 hTi)dS
North

(3)

as the sum of QadvSouth and QadvNorth, the advections

across the southern and northern interfaces denoted by

SSouth and SNorth. Similarly, the total heat advection to

the whole domain is identified as the sum of advections

across all bounding interfaces of the domain.

For our calculations, h approximates the averaged

mixed layer depth and is fixed as 100m, following

Oliver et al. (2017). Notably, our results are insensitive

to other mixed layer depth choices (e.g., 50m). The

area A is the SEAus region. We note that perfect heat

budget closure is not expected here, since BRAN2016

is an ocean reanalysis product, which does not conserve

energy due to the way that observational data were

assimilated.

Via the heat budget, we examined the relative con-

tribution of total advection to heat tendency anomalies

duringMHWsand summarized the proportion ofMHWs

dominated by advection. We further investigated ad-

vections in the zonal, meridional and vertical directions

and demonstrate the connection between Tasman Sea

MHWs and the intensified EAC Extension.

d. East Australian Current Extension transport

To link the local physical processes and the large-scale

forcing mechanisms of the Tasman Sea MHWs, we are

interested in the EAC Extension, especially its vari-

ability in the (upper-ocean) transport connected with

both the meridional advection locally and the large-

scale wind-forced SSH responses (propagation) across

the South Pacific. Here, the EAC Extension transport is

defined as the southward transport in the upper 500m

between 150.18 and 154.68E along 378S from monthly

meridional velocities provided by BRAN2016. This

choice of transport definition is guided by the vertical

structure of long-termmeanmeridional velocities across

378S (Fig. 3). According to Fig. 3a, the long-term mean

meridional velocity between 150.18 and 154.68E near the

western boundary is larger than velocities anywhere

else. Within this longitude band, the EAC Extension

flows southward and its northward recirculation to the

east is also included as part of the boundary current

system. The distribution of high standard deviations of

the meridional velocity field indicates the strong vari-

ability in the upper 500m, characterizing the depth

range of the upper EAC Extension (Fig. 3b).
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e. Lagged correlation analysis

Variations in the EAC Extension transport are ex-

pected to be connected to the variability of the South

Pacific wind field, with Rossby waves playing an im-

portant role in the dynamical processes. To identify the

specific roles of Rossby waves, we focus on the rela-

tionship between EAC Extension transport anomalies

and westward-propagating (incoming) SSH anomalies,

which can be seen as surface signatures of Rossby wave

propagation across the South Pacific (e.g., Chelton and

Schlax 1996). We applied lagged correlation analysis

between the detrended monthly EAC Extension trans-

port and South Pacific SSH anomalies derived from

BRAN2016 to examine their correlations at different

lags. By arranging a series of obtained correlation maps

in chronological order, we identified the potential rela-

tionship between EAC Extension variations and the

basin-scale SSH variations—thus suggesting the impor-

tance of Rossby waves.

f. Baroclinic and barotropic Rossby wave models

To dynamically understand the contribution of Rossby

waves and the relationship between Rossby waves and

changes in the ocean-basin wind field, we applied two

different Rossby wave models to evaluate SSH changes

caused by baroclinic and barotropic responses to changes

in the South Pacific wind stress curl.

For the baroclinic response, we adopted a 1.5-layer

reduced-gravity long Rossby wave model (e.g., Qiu

and Chen 2006). This type of model has been em-

ployed in previous studies to investigate SSH varia-

tions from the tropics to the midlatitudes (e.g., Sturges

and Hong 1995; Holbrook and Bindoff 1999; Qiu

2002). Derived from the linear vorticity equation un-

der the longwave approximation, the model equation

can be written as

›h
bc

›t
2 c

R

›h
bc

›x
52

g0curlt
rgf

2 «h
bc
, (4)

where cR (m s21) is the phase speed of the long baro-

clinic Rossby waves, t (Nm22) is the wind stress vector,

r (kgm23) is the reference density, g0(m s22) is the re-

duced gravity, f (s21) is the Coriolis parameter, and «

(yr21) is the Newtonian damping rate. Our interest is in

hbc (m), the SSH associated with baroclinic Rossby

waves. To estimate hbc, Eq. (4) is integrated from the

eastern boundary (x 5 xE) along the westward trajec-

tories of the baroclinic Rossby wave to derive the fol-

lowing expression (e.g., Qiu and Chen 2006; Sasaki

et al. 2008):

h
bc
(x, y, t)5
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1h
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x
E
, y, t1

x2 x
E
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R

�
exp

�
«(x2 x

E
)

c
R

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

hb(x,y,t)

, (5)

inwhich the termhi(x, y, t) is denotedas the contributiondue

to the interiorwind forcing and the term hb(x, y, t) is denoted

as the contribution of SSH along the eastern boundary with

zonal coordinates x and meridional coordinates y.

According to Qiu and Chen (2006), « 5 (3 yr)21 is

adopted for the damping rate. The value of cR is esti-

mated as the product of the propagation speed derived

in Chelton et al. (1998) and a latitude-dependent am-

plification factor a(y) 5 1.0 1 0.025(y 2 108S).

For the barotropic response, the model is derived

from the steady-state Sverdrup balance and expressed as

(e.g., Bowen et al. 2017)

h
bt
(x, y, t)5

f 2

bgDr

ðx
xE

curl

�
t(x, y, t)

f

�
dx, (6)

where hbt (m) is the SSH induced by wind-forced baro-

tropic Rossby waves, b (m21 s21) is theRossby parameter,

andD (m) is themean depth of the ocean basin. Following

FIG. 3. Vertical structure of the meridional velocity along 378S in

the Tasman Sea. (a) Long-term mean meridional (positive south-

ward) velocity. (b) Standard deviation of the meridional (positive

southward) velocity. The rectangles highlight the area used for the

calculation of the upper EACExtension transport (150.18–154.68E,
0–500m).
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Bowen et al. (2017),D is taken as 4000mhere.Considering

the fast propagation speed of barotropic Rossby waves,

Eq. (6) neglects the time-dependent term, which is indi-

rectly accounted for by integration from the eastern

boundary (x5 xE) west along the barotropic Rossby wave

characteristics.

In our study, we applied both the barotropic and

baroclinic models ‘‘forced’’ by wind stresses to obtain

the modeled SSH variations over the South Pacific. By

comparing the model results with SSH and wind stress

curl variations from BRAN2016, we investigated the

connection between Rossby waves and changes in wind

stress curl across the South Pacific, verifying the effects

of remote wind forcing in the South Pacific on the EAC

Extension variability and hence the occurrence of

advection-dominated MHWs in the Tasman Sea.

3. Results

a. Connection between Tasman SeaMHWs and EAC
Extension

After applying the MHW definition (Hobday et al.

2016) to 1994–2016 daily NOAA OI SST data in the

SEAus region, we identified a total of 71 MHWs from

January 1994 to August 2016 (Fig. 4a; see Table A1 for

details). The longest and most intense MHW in this 23-

yr record occurred from September 2015 to May 2016

(Fig. 4a, red shaded area). This 2015/16 MHW is

identified to be due to the anomalously strong EAC

Extension at that time (Oliver et al. 2017).

To examine the potential connection between other

MHWs in the region and ocean advection, we performed a

daily heat budget analysis over the SEAus region, using

data from BRAN2016 in which SST anomalies are highly

correlated with those derived from NOAA OI SST (not

shown). By averaging daily values to monthly values,

Fig. 4b shows themonthly volume-averaged heat tendency

anomalies and its contributions from heat advection and

all other factors (i.e., the sum of the air–sea heat flux, dif-

fusion, and the artificial term due to data assimilation)

since 1994. We smoothed the time series in Fig. 4b with

a 3-month running-mean filter. Although the upper-

ocean heat budget is not strictly closed, our main con-

clusions are still valid, since the sum of heat advection

and air–sea heat flux terms in the budget is strongly

correlated with the heat tendency anomalies (r 5 0.64

FIG. 4. Time series of (a) daily SST anomalies averaged over the SEAus region using NOAA

OI SST with red-shaded area indicating the 2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW and the pink-shaded

areas indicating historical MHWs detected using the quantitative definition of Hobday et al.

(2016); (b) monthly anomalous heat tendency term (QtAnom, black line) over the SEAus region

and vertically down to 100-m depth, along with contributions due to heat advection (QadvAnom,

blue line) and all other factors including air–sea heat flux (QsurfAnom 1 QresiAnom, red line);

(c) advection contribution shown in (b) (QadvAnom, blue line) and its meridional (QadvMeridionalAnom,

purple line), zonal (QadvZonalAnom, green line), and vertical (QadvVerticalAnom, light blue line) com-

ponents; and (d) monthly anomalies of inward heat advection across the northern interface of the

domain (Q(advNorth)0, blue line) and its contribution due to the advection of mean seasonal temper-

ature by anomalous velocity (QadvNorth(y0Tbar), orange line), the advection of anomalous temperature

bymean seasonal velocity (QadvNorth(ybarT0), fuchsia line) and theadvectionof anomalous temperature

by anomalous velocity (QadvNorth(y0T0), olive yellow line).
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for monthly time series, p , 0.05, based on the t statis-

tic), indicating that they are able to together explain

most heat tendency anomalies within the domain.

Comparing visually Figs. 4a and 4b, we found that a

proportion of MHWs off southeast Australia were pri-

marily caused by ocean advection, while other MHWs

were primarily due to other factors (e.g., air–sea heat

flux). To quantify the specific proportion of MHWs that

were due to anomalous advection, we calculated the

exact contribution percentage of advection to each

MHW by integrating the contribution of heat advection

to the daily heat tendency anomalies during the event.

Here, we identify MHWs when advection was esti-

mated to contribute more than half of the heat ten-

dency anomalies as advection-dominated MHWs. Our

calculations identify that 51% (36 out of 71) of the

MHWs within our domain that occurred in the period

1994–2016 were advection-dominated MHWs. The

remainder (49%; 35 out of 71) are deemed to be caused

by surface heat flux or other processes (see Table A1

for details).

To further explore the connection between the identi-

fied advection-dominatedMHWs and the EACExtension

intensifications, we examined the source direction of the

anomalous advections for theseMHWs—specifically from

the zonal, meridional, and vertical directions. We

found that meridional advection anomalies strongly

and positively contribute to advection anomalies over

our study domain, while zonal advection anomalies

have a relatively weak negative contribution and

vertical advection anomalies are negligible most of

the time (Fig. 4c). This relatively large positive con-

tribution from meridional advection anomalies cor-

responds primarily to variations in the southward

EAC Extension, which dominates the anomalous heat

advection off southeast Australia.

The decomposition of advection at the northern in-

terface confirms the dominant contribution from the

EAC Extension. By separating variables in time mean

and anomalies, we decomposed the advection across the

northern interface of the domain (QadvNorth) as (e.g.,

Lee et al. 2004)
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, (7)

where overbars indicate climatological (seasonal) means

and primes indicate nonclimatological anomalies.

The four components shown in Eq. (7) represent the

advection of climatological temperature by the cli-

matological velocity, the advection of climatological

temperature by the anomalous velocity, the advec-

tion of anomalous temperature by the climatological

velocity, and the advection of anomalous tempera-

ture by the anomalous velocity (namely, the nonlin-

ear advection term), respectively.

By comparing the magnitudes of the last three

component terms in Eq. (7), we examined the relative

contributions from anomalies in the velocity and tem-

perature gradients to the heat advection across the

northern interface. As shown in Fig. 4d, the anomalous

heat advection across the northern interface, which

represents the sum of the last three terms in Eq. (7), is

primarily due to the advection of climatological tem-

perature by the anomalous velocity, and weakly affected

by the advection of anomalous temperature by the cli-

matological velocity as well as the advection of anoma-

lous temperature by the anomalous velocity. This indicates

that the anomalous advection across the northern interface

is dominated by the anomalies in velocity rather than

temperature gradient. Therefore, the intensified EAC

Extension, which manifests as anomalously strong south-

ward velocities, primarily contributes to variations of heat

advection across the northern interface and over the whole

study domain, leading to the occurrences of the identified

advection-dominated MHWs.

b. Connection between EAC Extension transports
and westward-propagating SSHs in the
South Pacific

We hypothesize that the anomalously strong EAC

Extension, which was responsible for the 2015/16

Tasman Sea MHW and other significant advection-

dominated MHWs off southeast Australia, is con-

nected to enhanced wind stress curl in the South

Pacific via westward-propagating SSH anomalies due

to Rossby waves. We base our hypothesis on previous

studies of the importance of Rossby waves on EAC

transport variations in the region (e.g., Hill et al. 2010;

Holbrook et al. 2011). To identify how EAC Extension
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transports are modulated by westward-propagating SSH

anomalies, we applied lagged correlation analysis be-

tween the detrended monthly EAC Extension transport

and South Pacific SSH anomalies. We smoothed the

time series with a 7-month filter to highlight the influ-

ences of the large-scale processes and minimize the ef-

fects of eddies. We recognize that the definition of the

EACExtension transports and smoothing filter used are

chosen somewhat arbitrarily. However, we examined

different depths (e.g., 1000m) to represent the trans-

ports and different filters (e.g., 5-month filter) to smooth

the data, and found that our conclusions were basically

the same and not sensitive to these choices (not shown).

Figure 5 shows a series of correlation maps across the

South Pacific, with different lags over a period of

70 months (p , 0.05 for colored shading). Here we

observe how the spatial structure of high correlations

tracks the SSH anomalies that propagate to the western

boundary, providing a large-scale picture of how the

South Pacific SSH anomalies can influence the east–

west sea surface slope across the Tasman Sea and po-

tentially modify the geostrophic transports in the EAC

Extension. Beginning with the map with the longest

lag, a cluster of SSH anomalies is seen in the central

South Pacific at270 months (Fig. 5h). Following about

4-yr westward propagation between 358 and 408S, this
cluster of SSH anomalies reached the east coast of New

Zealand at 220 months (Figs. 5c–h). Interestingly,

during this slow propagation, another cluster of SSH

anomalies was also produced in the central South

Pacific at 240 months (Fig. 5e). Compared to the

other cluster of SSH anomalies, this cluster is seen to

have propagated much faster, and traveled across the

South Pacific between 358 and 408S in just over a few

months. Owing to its much faster propagation, this

cluster of SSH anomalies reached the east coast of

New Zealand almost instantaneously at 240 months,

earlier than the other cluster of SSH anomalies ex-

cited at 270 months (Fig. 5e). In the Tasman Sea, the

SSH anomaly feature is located at the west coast of

New Zealand from 230 months and observed to take

2–3 years propagating westward before reaching the

EAC Extension at 0 month (Figs. 5a–d).

In Fig. 6, we constructed a time–longitude plot

based on the large-scale perspective averaged be-

tween 358–408S from the maps above. This was un-

dertaken to further identify the propagating features

and to understand the underlying mechanisms that

modulate the EAC Extension transports associated

with the westward-propagating SSH anomalies. Four

groups of lines (labeled A, B, C, and D) have been

drawn on Fig. 6 to examine the ranges and speeds of

the different propagating features. Calculated from

the lines labeled A, the phase speed of the slow

propagating feature in the South Pacific is approxi-

mately 3.10 cm s21. This phase speed is well aligned

with the phase speed for first baroclinic mode Rossby

wave between 358 and 408S from altimeter observa-

tions (about 3 cm s21) reported in the literature (e.g.,

Chelton and Schlax 1996). Thus, we justifiably suggest

that these westward-propagating SSH anomalies are

characteristic signatures of baroclinic Rossby waves.

We also find that the signatures immediately propa-

gate into the Tasman Sea after reaching the east coast

of New Zealand. By estimating the slope of lines la-

beled B, we suggest that the new feature, which

FIG. 5. Lagged correlation coefficients between the monthly

EAC Extension transport anomalies and monthly SSH anomalies

across the South Pacific. The monthly EAC Extension transports

are calculated following details provided in section 2 and using

BRAN2016. The SSH data are extracted from BRAN2016.

Anomalies are relative to the 1994–2016 climatology (i.e., seasonal

cycle removed). Black and blue arrows are used to indicate slow-

and fast-propagating features, which are likely to be character-

istic of baroclinic and barotropic Rossby waves, respectively.

Correlation coefficients with color shading are statistically sig-

nificant with 95% confidence based on the t statistic.
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propagates at about 3.06 cm s21, is also characteristic

of baroclinic Rossby waves. Summarizing the features

labeled A and B, we conjecture a significant part of the

underlying mechanism as follows. Wind-forced baro-

clinic Rossby waves take several years to propagate

across the South Pacific before reaching the east coast of

New Zealand. However, this signal does not stop there,

but rather quickly travels to the west coast of New

Zealand and excites new baroclinic Rossby waves that

propagate westward across the Tasman Sea to the EAC

Extension (Fig. 6, black lines). This is consistent with Liu

et al. (1999), who explain that a coastal Kelvin wave

propagates anticlockwise around New Zealand and ex-

cites baroclinic Rossby waves that propagate across the

Tasman Sea, and suggests that remotely forced SSH

anomalies in the central South Pacific take approxi-

mately 6–7 years to modulate the EAC Extension.

As for the fast-propagating feature in the South

Pacific (labeled C in Fig. 6), we estimate the phase speed

to be about 1.5m s21, which is in reasonable agreement

with the speed of about 2.0m s21 for barotropic Rossby

waves derived from Pedlosky (1996). Similar to the

feature determined by lines labeled B, the propagating

feature with lines labeledD is suggested as characteristic

of baroclinic Rossby waves in the Tasman Sea. Within

Fig. 6, we also observe a several-month discontinuity

before the barotropic Rossby waves enter the Tasman

Sea. This discontinuity can be explained by the con-

version from barotropic to baroclinic Rossby waves at

the ridges, according to Tanaka and Ikeda (2004).

We conjecture another component of the underlying

mechanism by summarizing the features labeled C

and D, and the discontinuity between them. Despite

taking only several months to travel across the South

Pacific, wind-forced barotropic Rossby waves stall for

roughly 6 months at the ridges, and there apparently

convert to baroclinic Rossby waves before propagat-

ing across the Tasman Sea and influencing the EAC

Extension (Fig. 6, blue lines). This is in accord with

Liu et al. (1999) and Tanaka and Ikeda (2004) and

suggests that remotely forced SSH anomalies in the

central South Pacific take 3–4 years to influence the

EAC Extension.

To further support the conjectured mechanism, we

undertook a two-step additional analysis. In the first

step, we compared the monthly EAC Extension trans-

port anomalies (identified as advection-dominated

MHWs) with the monthly SSH anomalies around New

Zealand, which we selected as the average SSH anom-

alies within the trapezoidal region fixed by 348S, 1728E;
348S, 1798E; 478S, 1728E; and 478S, 1658E (Fig. 1, red

box). A maximum correlation coefficient (r 5 0.50, p ,
0.05) is found when the comparison is between the

EAC Extension transport anomaly and the 26-

month-lagged New Zealand box region-average

SSH anomaly time series (Fig. 7a). The correlation

coefficients with lags from 24 to 37 months are found

to be similar (not shown). In Fig. 7a, the comparison

not only illustrates that most of the Tasman Sea

advection-dominated MHWs (including the 2015/16

MHW) appeared to occur in conjunction with EAC

Extension intensifications, but also that these EAC

Extension intensifications can be connected to the large

positive SSH anomalies around NewZealand 26 months

prior. This connection is in agreement with the mecha-

nism of baroclinic Rossby wave propagation across the

Tasman Sea.

We acknowledge that not all EAC Extension in-

tensifications are well connected to the positive SSH

anomalies around New Zealand exactly 26 months

prior, as shown in Fig. 7a. We acknowledge that phase

speeds of baroclinic Rossby waves can be influenced

by other factors including bathymetry, western bound-

ary shear, eddy instabilities, higher-order baroclinic

modes, and thermodynamic processes (Perkins and

Holbrook 2001). Thus, varying Rossby wave speeds

might be expected as they traverse the complex ba-

thymetry and region of the Tasman Sea. So, time

scales on the order of 2–3 years, rather than exactly

26 months to traverse the Tasman Sea, are reasonable

here. For the 2015/16 MHW, the EAC Extension in-

tensification appears to be connected to the positive

SSH anomaly around New Zealand during 2012–14.

FIG. 6. A time–longitude plot of the lagged correlation coeffi-

cients between monthly EAC Extension transport anomalies and

monthly SSH anomalies averaged between 358–408S in the South

Pacific. Solid lines indicate different propagating features and

dashed lines further indicate the approximate ranges of these

propagating features. The propagation speeds for features A and B

are approximately 3.10 and 3.06 cm s21 (black lines). The propa-

gation speeds for features C and D are approximately 1.5m s21and

2.95 cm s21 (blue lines). Correlation coefficients with color shading

are statistically significant with 95% confidence based on the

t statistic.
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In the second step, we analyzed the time–longitude

plot of averaged SSH anomalies between 358 and 408S
across the South Pacific (Fig. 7b). We found that the

positive SSH anomalies around NewZealand (Fig. 7b, red

box) mainly result from different westward-propagating

features of SSH anomalies in the main ocean basin, which

might reasonably be due to either strong baroclinic

Rossby waves (e.g., positive SSH anomalies during 2007/

08; Fig. 7b, arrow labeledE) or strong barotropic Rossby

waves (e.g., positive SSH anomalies during 2012; Fig. 7b,

arrow labeled C). In the case of the 2015/16 MHW, the

corresponding positive SSH anomalies around New

Zealand during 2012–14 might have been caused by

substantial SSH anomalies from both baroclinic and

barotropic Rossby waves (Fig. 7b, arrows labeled

A and C).

In Fig. 7b, the westward-propagating features of SSH

anomalies in the Tasman Sea also support the mecha-

nism of baroclinic Rossby wave propagation discussed

above. For the 2015/16 MHW, the corresponding baro-

clinic Rossby waves (Fig. 7b, arrows labeled B and D)

are seen in the region since 2012. However, we ac-

knowledge that these Rossby wave features are not as

obvious as those in the main South Pacific basin and

seem to be suppressed by small-scale signals in the

Tasman Sea. This highlights the importance of other

locally generated forcing factors in the Tasman Sea

in also modulating regional SSH and the EAC

Extension.

We acknowledge that there is some inconsistency

between the occurrences of advection-dominated MHWs

and the EAC Extension transport anomalies as well as

SSH anomalies around New Zealand (Fig. 7). This in-

consistency can be explained by the fact that the me-

ridional advection anomalies are determined by both

southward velocity anomalies associated with the

EAC Extension and seasonal variations of tempera-

ture gradient [see Eq. (7)], together with the locally

generated forcing factors arising from the complexity

of theTasmanSea topography andwestern boundary flow.

In this section, we have shown important connections

between EAC Extension transport anomalies, SSH

anomalies around New Zealand and the signatures of

baroclinic and barotropic Rossby waves across the

South Pacific. However, as lagged correlation and ad-

ditional analyses are both empirical, we need further

investigation to confirm the dynamical causality of

these suggested oceanic teleconnection mechanisms.

FIG. 7. (a) Time series of monthly EAC Extension transport anomalies across 378S (blue line refers to left and

upper axes), also marked with the estimated record of advection-dominated Tasman Sea MHWs off southeast

Australia (red- and pink-shaded areas), plotted against average SSH anomalies around New Zealand (black line

refers to right and bottom axes), with a 7-month filter and a 26-month lag of the SSH anomaly. (b) Time–longitude

plot of monthly BRAN2016 SSH anomalies extending from the east coast of Australia to South America averaged

between 358 and 408S, also smoothed with a 7-month filter. Red box is used to indicate New Zealand. Blue arrows

are used to indicate westward-propagating SSH anomalies.
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c. Connection between westward-propagating SSHs
and wind stress curl in the South Pacific

We complete our understanding of the large-scale

forcing of the 2015/16 MHW and other advection-

dominated MHWs off southeast Australia by dynamically

confirming the importance of Rossby waves and examin-

ing their generation driven by South Pacific wind forcing.

To identify the Rossby wave generation with relatively

specific time and location, we first attempted to identify

the clear propagation pattern of each Rossby wave based

on the SSH anomalies from BRAN2016. While propa-

gating features for most Rossby waves within our time–

longitude plot can be recognized, several apparent

discontinuities along the propagating pathways obscure

the propagating patterns of manyRossby waves (Fig. 8a).

These results can be explained by the fact that Rossby

wave characteristics can bemodified by the superposition

of local factors also acting along the propagation track,

additional to the remote forcing by the winds that first

generated them—this includes the effects of bathymetry

and of atmosphere and ocean states (e.g., Vivier et al.

1999; Perkins and Holbrook 2001; Maharaj et al. 2005).

To better account for the effects of these local factors

and to obtain a more complete understanding of the

contribution from wind-forced Rossby waves, we used

twoRossby wavemodels in which the wind stresses were

used to force the baroclinic and barotropic Rossby

waves separately across the South Pacific. For the bar-

oclinic Rossby wave model [Eq. (4)], we initialized it

using the monthly SSH along the eastern boundary of

the South Pacific and applied monthly wind stresses

across the South Pacific. The modeled SSH anomalies

averaged between 358 and 408S in the South Pacific are

shown as a time–longitude plot (Fig. 8b). For the baro-

tropic Rossby wave model [Eq. (6)], the SSH anomalies

averaged between 358 and 408S are characterized di-

rectly from the monthly South Pacific wind stresses

(Fig. 8c). Compared to Fig. 8a, Figs. 8b and 8c capture

well the relevant baroclinic and barotropic Rossby wave

propagation patterns clearly and consistently, although

there are some differences in the details that are likely

due to the local factors not represented in either of these

models. This dynamically confirms that the large-scale

underlying mechanisms for EAC Extension transport

anomalies are likely to be due to both baroclinic and

barotropic Rossby waves in the South Pacific, as we

suggested above. The correlation coefficient between

SSH anomalies from BRAN2016 (Fig. 8a) and the sum

of SSH anomalies generated by the two models is 0.72

FIG. 8. Time–longitude plots ofmonthly SSHanomalies derived from (a) BRAN2016, (b) the baroclinicRossbywavemodel, and (c) the

barotropic Rossby wave model. (d) Time–longitude plot of monthly wind stress curl anomalies derived from BRAN2016. All time–

longitude plots show results averaged between 358 and 408S from New Zealand to the west coast of South America for the period 1994–

2016. Anomalies are calculated relative to the 1994–2016 climatology and smoothed with a 7-month filter. Dashed lines highlight an

approximate time when the wind stress forcing of the baroclinic or barotropic Rossby waves associated with the 2015/16 Tasman Sea

MHW appear to have been generated in the South Pacific. The solid blue arrows indicate the tracks of the two Rossby waves.
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(p , 0.05; Figs. 8b and 8c) at the east coast of New

Zealand.

We acknowledge previous research has shown that

simulated SSH anomalies from the baroclinic Rossby

wave model may not reproduce the complexity and

detail of westward-propagating signals seen in sophisti-

cated models or observations (Perkins and Holbrook

2001; Fernandez et al. 2018). However, differences in

explained variance of SSH anomalies are likely due to

the many complex processes outlined above, including

differences in simulation latitudes and wind forcing

products.

After confirming the importance of Rossby waves in a

dynamically based way, we have been able to closely

estimate the change in wind stress curl that produced the

corresponding Rossby waves by comparing the start of

each propagating pathway with the wind stress curl

anomalies around the same location in the longitude–

time plot (Figs. 8b–d). For example, when we look at the

2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW, the corresponding baro-

clinic Rossby waves were produced between 1308–
1508W in 2010/11 and took about 5 years to reach the

EAC Extension (Fig. 8, lower dashed lines and

upward-sloping arrows). On the other hand, the cor-

responding barotropic Rossby waves took approxi-

mately 3–4 years to reach the EAC Extension region

after they were first generated at about 1008–1208W
during 2011/12 (Fig. 8, upper dashed lines and hori-

zontal arrows). Given the capability of tracking

backward to the wind stress curl that produces the

Rossby waves, we are able to verify the effects of

remote wind forcing and their responses in the South

Pacific on the EACExtension variability and hence the

occurrence of large-scale forced, advection-dominated

MHWs in the Tasman Sea.

The Rossby wave models provide further opportunity

to identify the source region of the wind stress curl

anomalies that potentially influence the EAC Extension

variability. As indicated in Fig. 7a, we found that the

EAC Extension transport variability is connected to

SSH changes around New Zealand, which reflects the

cumulative effect of wind forcing along Rossby wave

characteristics across the South Pacific. Importantly, the

Rossby wave models can quantify the relative contri-

butions of wind forcing over different parts of the South

Pacific, by examining the cumulative variance of SSH

anomalies at the east coast of New Zealand (i.e.,

western boundary of the main South Pacific basin)

explained by wind stress curl west of longitudeX (Qiu

and Chen 2010):

S(X , y)5 12
f[H0

NZ(xE, y, t)2H0
NZ(X, y, t)]2g

fH02
NZ(xE, y, t)g

, (8)

where {���} denotes the summation over time and

H0
NZ(X, y, t) is defined as the SSH anomalies at the

east coast of New Zealand (x 5 xNZ) forced by the

wind stress curl from the longitude X to the east of

New Zealand. By definition, H0
NZ(xE, y, t) represents

the SSH changes forced by the wind stress curl across

the whole South Pacific and S(xE, y) 5 1 in Eq. (8).

For the baroclinic Rossby wave model, Fig. 9a reveals

the result of S(X), which suggests that the wind stress

curl anomalies in the western portion of the South

Pacific were responsible for most of the SSH changes

(induced by baroclinic Rossby waves) at the east coast

of New Zealand. Further, about 95% of the SSH vari-

ance can be explained by wind forcing west of 1408W
(Fig. 9a). Dynamically, this can be understood consid-

ering the propagation speed of Rossby waves. Because

FIG. 9. Explained percentage of the variance of monthly simulated SSH anomalies averaged

between 358 and 408S at the east coast of New Zealand from the (a) baroclinic and

(b) barotropic Rossby wave models by the cumulative wind forcing from the east coast of New

Zealand (1808) to a specific longitude east of 1808.
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it usually takes several years for baroclinic Rossby

waves to travel across the South Pacific, such waves

produced in the east basin of the South Pacific tend to

be cancelled out on their way and therefore tend to

contribute little to the SSH changes at the east coast

of New Zealand. In contrast, baroclinic Rossby

waves generated by winds in the western basin of the

South Pacific can reach the New Zealand coast

without destructive interference (cancellation) po-

tentially exerting significant contribution to the SSH

changes there.

For the barotropic Rossby wavemodel, Fig. 9b reveals

the result of S(X), which indicates that the wind stress

curl anomalies over the whole South Pacific play a rel-

atively uniform role on the SSH changes at the east coast

of New Zealand. This can also be dynamically un-

derstood with the propagation of barotropic Rossby

waves. Due to their relatively fast propagation speed,

barotropic Rossby waves can travel across the South

Pacific in several weeks. Within such a short time,

even the SSH signals from the eastern part of the

South Pacific can quickly arrive at the east coast of

New Zealand before being cancelled out.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we have investigated the large-scale

drivers (forcing) of advection-dominated MHWs in the

Tasman Sea, including the extreme 2015/16 Tasman Sea

MHW. Our systematic investigation consisted of three

parts. First, we demonstrated that 51% of the historical

Tasman Sea MHWs identified since 1994 were caused by

an intensified EAC Extension—based on a comparative

analysis between detected MHWs and southward ad-

vective dominance determined from an upper-ocean heat

budget analysis for the region. Second, we found poten-

tial links betweenmodulations of theEACExtension and

westward-propagating SSH anomalies across the South

Pacific—characteristic of baroclinic and barotropic

Rossby waves via lagged correlation analysis. Third, by

using baroclinic and barotropic Rossby wave models, we

dynamically confirmed the links between the EAC

Extension and Rossby waves in the South Pacific, and

successfully tracked most Rossby waves back to their

forcing associated with changes in the South Pacific wind

stress curl. Collectively, our findings suggest that incom-

ing Rossby waves, tracked as westward-propagating SSH

anomalies across the South Pacific, can potentially en-

hance or reduce the likelihood of MHW occurrences in

the Tasman Sea. This role of Rossby waves on Tasman

Sea transports extends earlier research byHolbrook et al.

(2011) andHill et al. (2010), while the link to Tasman Sea

MHW likelihoods provides more compelling evidence to

support the hypothesis of these drivers in a recent global

assessment of characteristic MHWmechanisms across 22

case study regions including theEACExtension (Holbrook

et al. 2019).

In 2010/11, 5–6 years prior to the extreme 2015/16

Tasman Sea MHW, the wind stress curl between 1308

FIG. 11. Schematics of the (a) baroclinic Rossby wave mechanism

and (b) barotropic-baroclinic Rossby wave mechanism.

FIG. 10. Schematic of the large-scale forcing of the 2015/16

Tasman Sea MHW. (a) During 2010/11, enhanced wind stress curl

anomalies generated slow baroclinic Rossby waves in the region

1308–1508W of the South Pacific. (b) Around 2011/12, when the

baroclinic Rossby waves were still propagating westward in the

South Pacific, another period of enhanced wind stress curl anom-

alies that occurred in the region 1008–1208W produced fast baro-

tropic Rossby waves, which quickly crossed the ocean basin and

reached the topographic ridges near the east coast of NewZealand.

(c) Barotropic Rossby waves converted to baroclinic Rossby waves

at these ridges, soon after which the baroclinic Rossby waves also

reached New Zealand. New baroclinic Rossby waves were subse-

quently spawned at the west coast of New Zealand, which propa-

gated westward through the Tasman Sea to apparently influence

the EAC Extension.
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TABLE A1. List of individual MHWs recorded for the SEAus region including the start and end dates of each event with their char-

acteristics. The respective contributions of heat advection and other factors (i.e., the sum of the air–sea heat flux, horizontal and vertical

diffusion, and the artificial term due to data assimilation) to the anomalous heat tendency during each MHW are also included. For the

calculation of contributions, an 11-day window centered on each day of year is used for smoothing The last column also highlights the

advection-dominated MHWs (Yes 5 an advection-dominated MHW; No 5 not an advection-dominated MHW).

Start date End date

Duration

(days)

Mean

intensity

(8C)

Maximum

intensity

(8C)

Cumulative

intensity

(8C)

Contribution

due to

advection

(Wm22)

Contribution

due to

other factors

(Wm22)

Advection

dominated

1 Feb 1998 8 Feb 1998 8 1.3 1.6 10.7 506.5 162.9 Yes

4 Sep 1998 14 Sep 1998 11 0.7 0.9 8.1 290.1 251.0 No

4 Jan 1999 8 Jan 1999 5 1.2 1.3 6.0 199.7 302.8 No

2 Mar 1999 7 Mar 1999 6 1.3 1.4 7.8 74.7 652.7 No

28 Sep 1999 30 Oct 1999 33 1.0 1.3 32.1 16.1 2133.9 Yes

27 Mar 2000 20 Apr 2000 25 1.2 1.4 29.6 2292.3 1243.0 No

7 May 2000 26 May 2000 20 1.1 1.5 22.3 120.4 2745.0 Yes

9 Jul 2000 17 Jul 2000 9 0.7 0.8 6.7 59.0 228.1 No

12 Nov 2000 24 Dec 2000 43 1.4 2.1 61.2 1929.4 851.2 Yes

4 Jan 2001 13 Jan 2001 10 1.3 1.4 12.8 362.1 21052.0 Yes

28 Jan 2001 13 Feb 2001 17 1.6 2.2 26.4 170.2 184.4 No

26 Feb 2001 16 Mar 2001 19 1.4 1.7 26.5 286.7 2240.8 Yes

14 May 2001 21 May 2001 8 1.0 1.2 8.1 86.4 226.2 Yes

3 Jun 2001 14 Jun 2001 12 0.9 1.1 11.0 73.3 624.1 No

3 Jul 2001 17 Jul 2001 15 1.0 1.2 14.6 552.3 2447.0 Yes

8 Aug 2001 16 Aug 2001 9 0.8 0.9 6.9 30.5 11.2 Yes

4 Sep 2001 15 Oct 2001 42 1.0 1.5 41.7 236.8 939.8 No

21 Apr 2002 22 May 2002 32 1.3 1.5 41.5 650.3 1101.4 No

30 May 2002 12 Jun 2002 14 1.0 1.2 13.9 2622.3 2699.6 Yes

11 Jan 2003 20 Jan 2003 10 1.3 1.4 12.6 88.5 593.5 No

3 Feb 2003 13 Feb 2003 11 1.3 1.4 14.3 51.9 347.2 No

25 Feb 2003 1 Mar 2003 5 1.2 1.3 5.9 240.6 2592.8 Yes

25 May 2003 6 Jun 2003 13 1.1 1.2 14.1 2202.4 286.8 No

6 Sep 2004 11 Sep 2004 6 0.7 0.8 4.4 69.7 1.6 Yes

25 Jan 2005 1 Feb 2005 8 1.2 1.3 9.8 26.8 376.3 No

19 Jun 2005 1 Jul 2005 13 0.9 1.2 11.9 200.4 1031.0 No

10 Jul 2005 27 Jul 2005 18 1.0 1.3 18.2 2125.1 2348.2 Yes

13 Aug 2005 26 Aug 2005 14 0.8 1.1 11.7 28.0 140.7 No

16 Oct 2005 21 Nov 2005 37 1.3 1.8 47.1 117.8 1111.8 No

11 Oct 2006 16 Oct 2006 6 0.9 1.0 5.3 180.4 217.6 Yes

16 Feb 2007 25 Feb 2007 10 1.4 1.7 14.2 807.6 256.9 Yes

1 Mar 2007 11 Mar 2007 11 1.4 2.0 15.3 864.1 21195.9 Yes

12 Apr 2007 25 Apr 2005 14 1.2 1.4 16.8 56.6 2350.5 Yes

11 Jul 2007 26 Jul 2007 16 1.1 1.5 18.0 131.9 2245.4 Yes

24 Aug 2007 4 Sep 2007 12 0.8 1.0 9.4 2316.2 314.9 No

15 Nov 2007 22 Dec 2007 38 1.7 2.1 63.6 2748.7 466.6 No

28 Dec 2007 19 Jan 2008 23 1.5 1.9 34.3 2569.5 253.1 No

7 Nov 2009 12 Nov 2009 6 1.2 1.6 7.3 92.6 678.5 No

27 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2009 5 1.3 1.3 6.3 240.9 158.5 No

1 Feb 2010 22 Feb 2010 22 1.4 1.7 30.2 2320.1 157.1 No

3 Mar 2010 20 Mar 2010 18 1.4 1.8 25.3 2510.6 1111.7 No

24 Mar 2010 11 Apr 2010 19 1.1 1.3 20.6 3.9 2190.1 Yes

19 Apr 2010 27 Apr 2010 9 1.0 1.2 9.1 498.9 97.6 Yes

28 Jul 2010 4 Aug 2010 8 0.8 0.9 6.3 298.6 212.8 No

22 Nov 2010 27 Nov 2010 6 1.2 1.3 7.3 29.4 120.9 No

1 Dec 2010 11 Dec 2010 11 1.3 1.6 14.6 48.8 2197.6 Yes

1 Aug 2011 6 Aug 2011 6 0.8 0.9 4.7 2135.7 1179.7 No

21 Aug 2011 26 Aug 2011 6 0.8 0.9 4.7 148.6 2135.5 Yes

1 Sep 2011 7 Sep 2011 7 0.8 0.9 5.3 210.8 2685.0 Yes

17 Sep 2011 23 Sep 2011 7 0.8 1.1 5.8 2159.7 580.7 No

18 Oct 2011 23 Oct 2011 6 1.0 1.2 6.2 100.8 308.6 No

30 Dec 2011 3 Jan 2012 5 1.4 1.6 6.9 243.7 264.9 No

16 Feb 2013 20 Feb 2013 5 1.2 1.4 6.2 144.9 240.0 No

5 Mar 2013 18 Apr 2013 45 1.4 1.9 63.3 913.3 2136.9 Yes

13 Mar 2014 6 Apr 2014 55 1.5 2.2 81.4 3092.9 21156.9 Yes

14 May 2014 17 Jul 2014 65 1.2 1.6 75.7 281.6 385.3 No

21 Jul 2014 27 Jul 2014 7 0.8 0.9 5.7 245.5 195.0 No
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and 1508W in the interior South Pacific was enhanced,

and initiated the westward propagation of both slow

baroclinic Rossby waves and fast barotropic Rossby

waves expressed as positive SSH anomalies in the mid-

latitudes (Fig. 10a). In 2011/12, while the baroclinic

Rossby waves propagated across the South Pacific, an-

other period of enhanced wind stress curl excited fast

barotropic Rossby waves (and slow baroclinic Rossby

waves). These anomalies continued throughout 2011/

12 between 1008 and 1208W in the midlatitudes. The

excited barotropic Rossby waves quickly traveled

across the South Pacific and reached the topographic

ridges near New Zealand within a few months

(Fig. 10b). Previous research shows that barotropic

Rossby waves can stall at the ridges for several months

in order to convert to baroclinic Rossby waves,

whereas in contrast baroclinic Rossby waves can im-

mediately cross the ridges (Tanaka and Ikeda 2004;

Hill et al. 2010). Thus, the SSH anomalies, expressed

by these two types of waves, propagated around New

Zealand to the west coast separated by only a few

months. New baroclinic Rossby waves were then

spawned and propagated westward from New Zealand’s

west coast toward Australia across the Tasman Sea,

which resulted in an intensification of the EAC

Extension and heat advection to play a critically im-

portant role in the 2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW 2–3

years after the Rossby waves left the west coast of New

Zealand (Fig. 10c).

More generally, our results demonstrate similar

large-scale forcing mechanisms for other advection-

dominated MHWs off southeast Australia from 1994

to 2016. Here, we suggest two mechanisms (Fig. 11).

Enhanced wind stress curl in the interior South Pacific

can produce both slow baroclinic Rossby waves and

fast barotropic Rossby waves. For the first mecha-

nism, the slow baroclinic Rossby waves take several

years to cross the South Pacific in the subtropics to

midlatitudes. On reaching the New Zealand coast, the

SSH anomalies rapidly propagate around New Zealand

as a Kelvin wave and then excite new baroclinic Rossby

waves that propagate westward from New Zealand’s

west coast across the Tasman Sea, and which modulate

the EAC Extension leading to advection-type MHWs.

We term and summarize this as the ‘‘baroclinic Rossby

wave mechanism’’ for Tasman Sea MHWs (Fig. 11a).

For the second mechanism, barotropic Rossby waves

quickly propagate across the South Pacific and convert

to baroclinic Rossby waves at the ridges near New

Zealand and several months later a Kelvin wave that

propagates around New Zealand. Again, baroclinic

Rossby waves are generated and propagate from New

Zealand’s west coast, which modulate the EACExtension

transports resulting in advection-type Tasman SeaMHWs

after a few years. We term and summarize this mechanism

as the ‘‘barotropic–baroclinic Rossby wave mechanism’’

for Tasman Sea MHWs (Fig. 11b). Both mechanisms are

consistent dynamical considerations of Liu et al. (1999)

and Tanaka and Ikeda (2004). Here, however, we have

further demonstrated that these mechanisms also apply

to the potential development of advection-dominated

Tasman Sea MHWs.

In the Tasman Sea, 51% of MHWs since 1994 were

advection-dominated. Importantly, our analysis suggests

that the likelihood of advection-dominated Tasman Sea

MHWs (i.e., dominated by modulated EAC Extension

transports) may arise from deterministic processes like

the westward propagation of wind-forced baroclinic or

barotropic Rossby waves. Moreover, our findings suggest

there may be potential predictability of large-scale

TABLE A1. (Continued)

Start date End date

Duration

(days)

Mean

intensity

(8C)

Maximum

intensity

(8C)

Cumulative

intensity

(8C)

Contribution

due to

advection

(Wm22)

Contribution

due to

other factors

(Wm22)

Advection

dominated

13 Aug 2014 29 Aug 2014 17 0.8 1.0 14.0 2107.2 1099.5 No

6 Sep 2014 11 Sep 2014 6 0.8 0.8 4.6 32.0 213.2 Yes

26 Sep 2014 30 Sep 2014 5 0.8 0.9 3.9 37.9 93.9 No

9 Oct 2014 15 Oct 2014 7 1.0 1.1 6.7 168.5 2118.0 Yes

23 Oct 2014 27 Oct 2014 5 0.9 1.0 4.5 12.7 2159.3 Yes

5 Nov 2014 14 Nov 2014 10 1.0 1.2 10.3 210.0 2396.7 Yes

14 Dec 2014 25 Dec 2014 12 1.3 1.5 15.1 189.3 460.4 No

6 Jan 2015 13 Jan 2015 8 1.2 1.4 9.8 231.1 2214.0 Yes

20 Feb 2015 4 Mar 2015 13 1.1 1.6 15.3 240.8 2628.5 Yes

23 Jun 2015 4 Jul 2015 12 0.8 0.9 9.7 373.2 156.9 Yes

9 Jul 2015 13 Jul 2015 5 0.8 3.8 3.8 144.9 242.8 Yes

20 Jul 2015 25 Jul 2015 6 0.8 0.9 4.9 96.8 2174.4 Yes

9 Sep 2015 10 May 2016 245 1.8 3.0 434.4 2536.3 762.0 Yes

30 May 2016 21 Jul 2016 53 1.0 1.3 54.0 405.4 2693.8 Yes
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advection-dominated MHW likelihoods off southeast

Australia up to several years in advance, due to the

deterministic contribution from baroclinic and baro-

tropic Rossby waves in modulating the EAC Extension

transports. This is consistent with and extends research

by Behrens et al. (2019) demonstrating that meridional

oceanic heat transports dominate Tasman Sea heat

content variations and thus influence the likelihood of

regional MHWs. We further suggest that monthly SSH

changes around New Zealand may be a useful index of

this potential predictability.

Our study has primarily focused on remote large-

scale forcing mechanisms of advection-dominated

Tasman Sea MHWs via oceanic teleconnections,

and thus smaller-scale factors such as mesoscale

eddies and local winds have not been specifically

investigated. We recognize and acknowledge that

other dynamic factors on local to regional scales

(e.g., Bull et al. 2017; Holbrook et al. 2019), including

intrinsic (nondeterministic) variability such as eddy

instabilities, also play a critical role in western boundary

current regions, and specifically here in the Tasman

Sea associated with the EAC Extension. The EAC

Extension primarily comprises of a succession of

mesoscale eddies which can trap and transport warm

anomalies southward through the Tasman Sea and is

associated with strong instabilities (Perkins and

Holbrook 2001; Oliver et al. 2015; Bull et al. 2017).

It would be beneficial to investigate the influence of

these more chaotic mesoscale disturbances further

in future research, together with any cascading contri-

butions from the more large-scale deterministic dy-

namics on these local smaller-scale variations.
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APPENDIX

Tasman Sea MHWs: Characteristics and Associated
Local Processes

Table A1 shows individual MHWs over the SEAus

region detected following the Hobday et al. (2016)

methodology, including the characteristics and local

physical processes of each event. For the characteristics,

the start and end dates, duration, mean and maximum

intensity, and cumulative intensity of each event are

listed. For the associated local physical processes, the

respective contributions of heat advection and other

factors to the anomalous heat tendency during each

event are shown in the table. The last column of the

table also highlights the advection-dominated MHWs,

defined as those events mostly contributed by advection

compared to other factors.
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